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Opinion
The Germ-Terrain duality theory of disease states that the
aetiology of certain diseases/diseased states is better explained
as a complex interplay between germs and the anatomical/
physiological integrity of the body cells [1]. It argues that the
aetiology of certain diseases is not fully explained merely by
the presence of germs (Germ Theory) or by a mere loss of
cellular integrity (Terrain Theory). As a result, the prevention
and treatment of such diseases should focus not just on
fighting germs but on maintaining/restoring the anatomical/
physiological cellular integrity. The Germ-Terrain duality theory
is a harmonization of the current Germ Theory (popularized
by Louis Pasteur) and the hitherto discarded Terrain Theory
(popularized by Pierre Bechamp) [1]. Pleomorphism is defined
as having more than one shape or having several shapes and
forms [2]. According to the subject matter of this mini discourse,
pleomorphism is the phenomenon whereby a microscopic entity/
individual microscopic entity assumes a number of different
forms, for example during its life cycle [3]. It is not farfetched to
state that without pleomorphism there would be no germ terrain
dualism, or that without germ terrain dualism there would be
no pleomorphism. Pleomorphism and germ terrain dualism
are as inseparable as water and wetness, and regarded to be as
factual as the transition of water to ice or ice to water vapour/
mist. That pleomorphism occurs is not a great controversy today.
The great controversy is the extent to which it occurs- and the
implication for disease aetiology and the current germ theory.
According to the GTD theory, the basic unit of living this is the
microzyma (otherwise called cellular dust) [4] and not the cell.
Microzyma are like the currency of germ terrain dualism and
associated pleomorphism. The complex interplay between germs
and the anatomical/physiological integrity of the body cells is
best understood in the light of the microzyma, as elucidated by
Professor Pierre Bechamp [5] viz:
(a) The microzymas of the animal organism proceed from
the vitellin microzymas, which are autonomous anatomical
elements in the vitelllus.
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(b) The number of anatomical species of microzymas is
enormous

(c) The essential biological characters of the microzymas
are to be creators of cellules by synthesis and of vibrioniens
by evolution.
(d) The physiological and chemical characters of
microzymas are to produce the zymases and to be themselves
ferments having a determined form.
(e) From the fact that a microzyma may become a vibrionen
by evolution, it necessarily follows that the species of
microzymas being innumerable the species of vibrionens are
likewise innumerable.
(f) It is further important to remember that an anatomical
element microzyma is animal in an animal, vegetable in
a vegetable. Hence arises this question: to what kingdom
belongs the bacterium of such or such an animal or vegetable
microzyma?.

(g) We must remember that any microzyma, before it
accomplishes the evolution (i.e. pleomorphism) which
produces a bacterium, passes through the evolutionary
phases of microzyma slightly changed in form, of microzyma
successively associated in twos, in threes, then in several
grains etc.

(h) An anatomical element, microzyma, in a plant or in an
animal, whose conditions of existence have just changed,
can become a bacterium by evolution (pleomorphism),
and the intermediate evolutionary phases, like those of the
tadpole, which becomes a frog, leaves the special nature of
the microzyma still existing; there are not new species. The
perfect bacterium depends on the nature of the microzyma, as
the perfect batrachian depends on the particular nature of its
tadpole.
(i) Every bacterium resolves itself by spontaneous
destruction into microzyma, and the microzyma thus evolved
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(“pleomorphed”) are different from the anatomical microzyma
which has become a bacterium, not morphologically, nor
functionally so far as regards being a figured ferment, but
by a collection of properties, which assure the perennity
of the form and of the function in a condition of individual
separateness.

(j) The microzymas have been constituted physiologically
imperishable!
(k) The microzymas are organized living beings, of a class
apart, without analogue.
(l) Death can be defined as the absolute de-coordination of
the function of the microzymas.
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